
Cloud Video Surveillance Nashville  
Monitor, manage, store, and share HD video from one to millions of locations with 
cloud-powered video surveillance from Smartvue. Plug and play Smartvue cloud 
solutions come with remote monitoring services for fast video surveillance that 
works with almost any computer, smartphone, or tablet.  
 
Why be forced to limited camera choices? Smartvue supports your existing analog 
cameras and many HD cameras from most of the leading manufacturers. Please call 
us to help make the best camera decisions before you buy! 

Easy to install and cost-effective Smartvue cloud surveillance servers support from 
one to one hundred cameras each. Record video locally, in the cloud, or both.  



Smartvue S9M 

Smartvue S9M is the most cost-effective HD video 
recorder and cloud server platform, perfect for 
installations with up to 6 cameras. S9M cloud servers 
offer integrated Cloudvue service so you can remotely 
monitor one or thousands of S9M servers from almost 
any web-browser, smartphone, or tablet. Available 
with built-in 64GB SSD storage. 

SMARTVUE S9Q 
Smartvue S9Q is a robust cloud server created for 
small to medium size locations requiring up to 20 
cameras. Like all other Smartvue servers, the S9Q 
offers plug and play installation and supports 
hundreds of leading cameras. S9Q cloud servers offer 
integrated Cloudvue service so you can remotely 
monitor one or thousands of servers from almost any 
web-browser, smartphone, or tablet. Available with 
320GB, 500GB, and 1TB of built-in storage. 



Smartvue Cloud Services 
Cloudvue 
 
Every Smartvue cloud server offers integrated 
remote access to live and recorded video on the 
world's largest cloud video surveillance network. 
Cloudvue works with almost any Apple or Windows 
computer right in your browser or with free apps 
for iPhone, iPad, Android or Win8. Monitor 
thousands of cameras from thousands of locations, 
all from one place! 
 
Cloudvue Storage 
 
Store video in the cloud quickly and easily with the 
optional Cloudvue storage service. It includes 
Sharevue, the collaborative video sharing service 
that makes it easy to share HD video with anyone 
on any device. 



For more information please visit 
http://www.smartvue.com 

http://www.smartvue.com/

